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ABSTRACT:
The article describes an accident in colonnade of the 200
years old church,“Sv. Uspenie Bogorodichno” in
Kyustendil happened in 15.06.2015. The article has
investigated several interesting approaches to
amplify damaged wooden columns in historical
structures in Spain, China, USA and Iran. The
decision was made to temporarily reinforce the whole
structure of the church during its renovation and the
method of strengthening the damaged wooden columns
in the church was propose.
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INTRODUCTION
Following the history of the erection of the church building, we can say that the church
was built in 1816. It is built according to the traditions of the Revival Age in Bulgaria and
consists of walls with stone masonry, wooden floor constructions for emporium, wooden
beams and columns. The outside walls are made of brick stone with a thickness of 60-
70 cm. On both sides and outside, these walls are plastered with mortar. The building of
the church is on one floor with height to the empore-3.30m, height to the roof of the
church with H-2.40m, with double sided roof, made with wooden constructions and
roofing: boarding, waterproofing and tiles and three drum wooden dome (Fig.1a, b).

Figure1a, b: Facade 
"South" and a general 
view on the southern 
façade of the building of 
the church
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INTRODUCTION
According to the plan, the church is a single-pseudo-three-nave - basilica with a wooden roof
structure and geometric plan dimensions: 23,60m x 14,40m (Fig.2.a.b). On the columns, at the
level of the floor beam designed for the emporium are located longitudinal beams, bearing
respectively, the weight of the amporium and the weights of the respective parts of the roof structure.
The building of the church is executed from the outside with powerful stone walls, the upper end of
which reaches the level: 3,30m. In the interior of the church there are 12 main wooden columns
in the longitudinal and transverse direction, which reach the level of the floor structure on the
first floor of the church (the emporium). In the longitudinal direction, the columns are axially
spaced through: 3,70 +2,40 +290 +2,70 +2,60 + 3,03m. In the transverse direction, the columns
located on the axes of the building B and B are at a distance of one another axially through
6,230m.

Figure 2a, b: 
Crossed 
architectural section 
of the church and 
look at the naos of 
the church
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INTRODUCTION
From the longitudinal stone walls, these columns are symmetrically located at 3,510 m 
distances. Thus the total transverse light of the church is 15,280m. In the longitudinal direction, 
the first row of columns is located from the stone wall, which is after the narthex at a distance of 
1,800m. The last row of columns is located from the stone wall of the altar at a distance of 2,400-
2,600m. Thus, the total length of the light church of the two stone walls is 24,600m(Fig.2b). The 
wooden pillars of the church are dressed in a special casing, covered on top with a lime - cement 
plaster. The columns are supported at the bottom, on stone steps whose depth of foundation at 
this stage of project development, has not been established (Fig. 3a, b, c). At the upper end, the 
columns in the longitudinal direction are connected with decorated curvilinear parts, over which a 
longitudinal belt extending continuously along the whole length of the church is developed (Figures 
3a, b, c). At the top, the columns before being connected to the vaults are decorated with special 
ornaments, which are in good condition (Fig.3c). 

Figure. 3a, b, c: 
View on the inside of 
the church and in 
particular on the 
lower and upper end 
of the wooden 
columns
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INTRODUCTION
On 15.06.2015 is severely cracked during the night, which indicates a degraded load bearing 
capacity, which imposes their emergency reinforcement with a metallic scaffold mounted 
between the columns (Fig. 4a, b,c). On the day of 16 June 2015, a partial temporary 
reinforcement of the church's support structure was carried out, covering certain areas under 
the longitudinal wooden beams above the wooden columns, with metal post from the Perry scaffold 
(Figures 4a, b, c).

Figure 4a, b, c:  Replacing in 
certain places the longitudinal 
wooden beams located above the 
wooden columns with metal 
stands from the Hunebeck 
scaffolding on the A axis.
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INTRODUCTION
After the incident a Project for supporting  all timber structures 
of the church with the Perry scaffolding bottom and above the 
floor structures was  realized. 

Figure 4d,e,f:  
Project for 
supporting  all 
timber structures of 
the church with 
metal posts from 
the Perry
scaffolding bottom  
the floor and  roof 
structures.  
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INTRODUCTION
The observation carried out on the damaged and cracked cover on the 
columns and its detection in several places made it possible to describe the 
following facts: The wooden columns have a circular cross-section with 
a diameter of 46cm. Their support is done on stone base that protrude 
above the floor of marble slabs at a height of about 50cm. The revealed 
wooden columns show an interesting composite wooden-steel 
structure, made of timber, on which steel rings are attached (Fig.5a, b, 
c).

Figures 5a, b, c:  Cracked outer cover 
of the column in the church shot at
16.06.2015 at 18.30 hours. The ties are 
arranged side by side, on which about 
40 cm are placed steel rings with a 
height of 40 mm and a thickness of 2.0 
mm. The rings are attached to the 
wooden column with ordinary iron nails 
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BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW - SURVEY OF EXAMPLES CONCERNING STRENGTENING OF THE TIMBER 
PILLARS IN THE HISTORIC STRUCTURES 
EXAMPLE 1-INVESTIGATION ABOUT THE DECAY OF THE TIMBER STRUCTURE OF AN ANCIENT WINE 
CELLAR IN LA RIOJA (SPAIN) AND SANITATION PROPOSAL[1]
In 2011 the collapse of one of the timber pillars of the centuries-old warehouse of maceration 
that the firm "Bodegas Bilbaínas, S. A.", helds in the town of Haro (La Rioja), occurred[1]. According to 
the level of decay, the assessment of the damage in the different elements of the timber frame 
through non-destructive testing is analyzed. Based on the results obtained, it is proposed the 
repair process necessary to preserve the timber structure, taking into account the heritage 
significance and the extension of the harm of their components. The company is the owner of 
many modern pavilions for winemaking and other auxiliary buildings. Specifically, these primitives 
maceration and fermentation naves, which still keep the ancient wooden vats built in 1859 (Fig. 6 
and 7).

Figure 6 and 7:-Vats and Cellar floor 
timber structure and cross section 
respectively
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EXAMPLE 1-INVESTIGATION ABOUT THE DECAY OF THE TIMBER STRUCTURE OF AN ANCIENT WINE 
CELLAR IN LA RIOJA (SPAIN) AND SANITATION PROPOSAL[1]
The structure of the nave consists of load bearing stone walls in the perimeter of the building, with thickness 60

cm. The inside masonry walls divides the cellar into two areas of nearly identical inner dimensions: 33.30 m long
and 8.70 m wide. The pillars, spaced at regular distances of 2.90 m from each other and the side walls, with
approximate section 220x220 mm and height 1.90 m, lead from stone bases of 200 mm on edge. On the other
hand, indicate that each portico has a large girder or spreader beam of 200x200 mm section that bridges the
joint, and connect the heads of the pillars, allowing a perfect load distribution. The cellar floor and its
structure is shown in Fig. 7. The moisture content in all the pillars looked to be certainly high, especially in
the lower part of the support, in contact with the stone bases. In fact, in some cases fungi colonies were
detected during the visual inspections (Fig. 8a). By contrast, no singularities or defects such as cracks,
knots, ring shakes, or deviations of fiber, which jeopardize the stability of the parts, were observed.
Moreover, as discussed above, to a height of only 1.90 m, sections close to the 220x220 mm, the
associated mechanical slenderness round the value of l = 32.90, so it can be said that the security against
buckling, for all the timber pillars in the same condition, is fully guaranteed.

Figure 8a: Fungal decay               
Figure 8b: Testing program                                    
Figure 8c: Resistographic test 
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EXAMPLE 1-INVESTIGATION ABOUT THE DECAY OF THE TIMBER STRUCTURE OF AN ANCIENT WINE CELLAR IN LA 
RIOJA (SPAIN) AND SANITATION PROPOSAL[1]
According to these problems, a group of correcting measures were suggested, in order to improve the current situation, and 
prolong the life of the building, preventing its demolition and subsequent reconstruction in reinforced concrete. In this 
sense, garden, is proposed to remove the ground to a depth of 1.0 m, and build there an open drain with minimum slope 0.5% 
(Fig.10). This solution should collect the rainwater, and at the same time should allow the evaporation of the humidity 
contained both in the wall and in the timber elements. For the pillars, since up to a height of 20-30 cm, counted 
from the level of the base, all of them present an excessive moisture content, there are suggested three 
possible actions: removal of existing supports and their bases, and supply new ones, with the treatment 
and moisture content suitable for the type of exposure; or remove the bases, cut the pillars at a height of 
40 cm, replacing the degraded part by a wooden prosthesis glued by adhesive; and also remove the 
bases, cut the pillars to a height of 40 cm, and place new non-porous stone bases, 40 cm high, 
waterproofed in support. Finally, the timber structure should be  protected with biocides. The treatment method may 
be by injection, to limit the area of action and not affect the vats. Along the surrounding area, a baiting system 
against termites should be placed. These measures will be achieved to preserve the original timber elements 
of the building, ensuring its stability and security for a long time. In addition, these classic solutions have 
been used for centuries in strengthening structures, so that at no time will be lost the entity and the 
traditional style of the cellar. 

Figure 9:. Resistographic test(fig.5) 
and profile (beam on Southern wall).                                       
Figure 10: Proposed solution   
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EXAMPLE 2 - THE CONSERVATION AND RENOVATION OF THE TIMBER CONSTRUCTIONS IN THE PALACE MUSEUM[2]

The Palace Museum, which was constructed in the 18th year (1420) of the reign of the Yingle 
emperor, is the largest and the most complete ancient palace complex existent in China as 
well as in the world. It has manifested traditional Chinese construction technology and revealed a 
remarkable achievement in art. By illustrating the main types of the ancient timber constructions and 
representing the construction features, the following text provides some useful references for the 
conservation and renovation of the northern palace-style buildings that were constructed during the 
Ming and Qing Dynasties[2 ]. As concerning the basic structural type of timber construction: 
Architectural types of the Palace Museum are varied, while the main type is bond to the shape of roof. 
On the basis of the building’s sections, the Palace Museum buildings can be divided into four 
types: Diantang style, Tingtang style, Column-beam style and Composite  style. 

Figure 11a,b.c,d: Sections of four kinds of structural types
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EXAMPLE 2 - THE CONSERVATION AND RENOVATION OF THE TIMBER CONSTRUCTIONS IN THE PALACE MUSEUM[2]
In the Palace Museum, all members of the timber structures are jointed by mortise and tenon(Fig.12,13,14,15). 
The gaps between the mortise and tenon leave room for movement of the timber members. Under external forces, the 
joints connected by timber members mobilize friction on the contact surfaces of the mortise and tenon. This friction 
guarantees the stability of the mortise and tenon joints. Several mortise and tenon typologies can be applied to connect 
the timber members. Important forms used in the Palace Museum are as follows: pin tenon, dovetail tenon, corner tenon, straight 
tenon and half tenon. The pin tenon is used to make the column base, and it restrains the column from transversal 
displacements. In some large-scale constructions, the column is stable due to its thickness and the effect of the walls. The 
column base and column top are formed to be flat and the pin tenon is omitted, so as to make the construction less 
complicated.  As concerning the renovation of the timber constructions for timber structural constructions, daily maintenance and 
renovation are necessary. The common methods including mending, matching, reinforcing, replacing, etc. These methods are 
applied according to each particular situation. The following specific cases of the renovation and protection of ancient buildings in 
the Palace Museum will be discussed in detail. According to the result of on-the-spot investigation, many of the wooden 
columns are rotted only on their bases; and the upper parts are intact. In such circumstance, should preserve the upper 
part of the column and repair the bases partially, usually by using Veneering method or by Dunjie, thus replacing the 
column’s base, according to the extent of its decay, thus restoring the columns’ bearing capacity. 

Figure: 12 ,13,14,15 and 16: Dovetail tenon and Xiujian, Conner tenon, Half tenon –
Queti, Two kinds of Dunjie methods
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EXAMPLE 2 - THE CONSERVATION AND RENOVATION OF THE TIMBER CONSTRUCTIONS IN THE PALACE MUSEUM[2]
Veneering method: Generally speaking, the veneering method is used when the degradation happens only on the surface 
of column bases, while the core is intact and the depth of surface degradation is less than 1/5 of the  diameter of the 
cross-section of the column. To veneer the base of the column, the Japanese chisel is used to cut off the decayed parts, 
and then the veneering timber is built according to the shape and size being cut off. The veneering woods should be the 
same sort of old dried timber as the original column, and the moisture content should meet the requirements (≤ 25 %). If 
the base of the column is only partially decayed, the veneering timber is used to replace just the missing parts. If the decay 
circles the column, the veneering timber is used to wrap the surface, with the same diameter of the column, and then reinforce the 
veneering wood with one to two strips of iron hoop, to ensure the balance of loading force on both original and new timbers. Both of 
the situations mentioned above should guarantee the smooth and fully roundness of the column after veneering. 
Dunjie method: When the area of decay is larger than 1/2 of the cross-section, or if the centre of the column is rotten, and the decay 
of column-out-of-wall is less than 1/5 of the total height, and the decay of column-in wall is less than 1/4 of the total height, the 
Dunjie method will be used: the column’s base will be replaced to recover the bearing capacity of the column. For example 
the Juanqin Zhai project, the column is embedded in the wall, which was dismantled to carry out the operation. Before the Dunjie
operation, the weight was taken off the column, with support posts being placed beside the column, in order to bear the force from 
the top. Before the operation of Dunjie, supports on the second  floor were set between the floor and the floor beam. Then the 
decay of column-in-rear-wall was examined, the decayed parts were sawn off (sawing action would be stopped rightly when any 
sound timber was found. 

Figure: 12 ,13,14,15 and 16: Dovetail tenon and Xiujian, Conner tenon, Half tenon –
Queti, Two kinds of Dunjie methods
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EXAMPLE 2 - THE CONSERVATION AND RENOVATION OF THE TIMBER CONSTRUCTIONS IN THE PALACE MUSEUM[2]
The height of Dunjie parts was also controlled, because the higher the Dunjie, the weaker would be
the column after the operation. The height of Dunjie should be less than 1/4 of the height of the
column. The Dunjie timber requires the same sort of old dried timbers as the original columns’. Thus it
is necessary to make sure the moisture content meets the requirement (≤ 25 %). The most common
operation of Dunjie are “half tenon Dunjie” and “cross tenon Dunjie”. “Half tenon Dunjie” (Fig.
16-a) is to cut off half of the diameter of the timber as the overlap parts, and the lapping length
should be 1.5 times to the diameter of the column, but not less than 400 mm. Then making
tenons on the top of the timbers, each 20-30 mm wide. “Cross tenon Dunjie” (Fig. 16-b) is to cut the
original column and the Dunjie timber separately in 4 parts, then cut off diagonally 2 parts and to
insert them. Both of the methods of Dunjie require tightness of fit in the joining points. After Dunjie, the
joining parts should be bound with two to three strips of iron hoops. The hoops should be
embedded into the column, making the surface of column smooth and round, thus to ensure
the firmness and stability of the joining points, and to prevent movements in the joining area.

Figure: 12 ,13,14,15 and 16: Dovetail tenon and Xiujian, Conner tenon, Half tenon –
Queti, Two kinds of Dunjie methods
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EXAMPLE 3-WOOD ASSESSMENT AND HISTORICAL RESEARCH ON TIMBER TESTING AT FORT ADAMS, 
NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND IN USA[3 ]

Fort Adams, located in Newport, Rhode Island, USA, designed by French military engineer Simon 
Bernard and American military engineer Joseph G. Totten, was constructed from 1824 - 1857. 
Construction was overseen by Totten from 1824 through 1838. Built of stone, brick, and timber, the 
fort served as a testing laboratory for determining the strength of various types of stone, mortar, 
and timber species. An investigation was undertaken to assess the current conditions of the timber 
and investigate the historical significance of the testing programs developed by Totten. The following 
text focuses on three aspects of the project: (1) The timber testing program and its implications for 
construction of the fort and subsequent timber testing in the U.S. (2) using non-destructive testing to 
identify causes and patterns of deterioration, and recommending actions to extend the service life of the 
historic timbers. (3) Correlating the findings of the condition assessment with the published results of 
Totten’s experiments. 

Figure 17 and 18: Moisture stains and efflorescence on joists   within a corner casemate 
and arch; Fuzzy(PUH,MAH,ZACAPAN,NEYASEN) wood on a timber joist along the west 
wall. 
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EXAMPLE 3-WOOD ASSESSMENT AND HISTORICAL RESEARCH ON TIMBER TESTING AT FORT ADAMS, NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND IN USA[3 ]

Using Field Procedures and Findings and method of  the Species identification: Wood species were 
identified from various structural members by removing small samples from which the species or 
species group was identified using microscopic features of the wood. All of the samples removed from 
structural members within the fort were identified as southern yellow pine (Pinus spp.). As concerns 
moisture content measurements identify wood with favorable moisture levels for the growth of wood-
decay fungi. Generally, if moisture content is less than 20 percent wood-decay fungi are unable 
to grow. Moisture contents from 20 to 30 percent indicate areas of concern where moisture is sufficient 
for fungi to grow but not sufficient to support long-term active decay. Moisture contents above 30 
percent are often an indication of advanced decay with internal voids and/or surface 
deterioration. Moisture content measurements were taken randomly throughout the fort with an 
electronic resistance-type moisture meter. Evidence of moisture damage of the wood and efflorescence 
of the masonry is prevalent in almost every casemate, indicating high moisture contents within the 
masonry and the wood (Fig.17). 

Figure 17 and 18: Moisture stains and efflorescence on joists   within a corner casemate 
and arch; Fuzzy(PUH,MAH,ZACAPAN,NEYASEN) wood on a timber joist along the west 
wall. 
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EXAMPLE 3-WOOD ASSESSMENT AND HISTORICAL RESEARCH ON TIMBER TESTING AT FORT ADAMS, NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND IN USA[3 
]
Moisture contents were typically greater than 30 percent, indicating that the wood has a favorable
moisture environment for active wood decay. However, the fort’s close proximity to the Atlantic Ocean
and the presence of efflorescence on the masonry and wood, as well as the presence of “fuzzy” wood
(Fig. 18), indicates the presence of salt in the wood, which can dramatically influence moisture content
readings taken with an electronic meter. Archival research has also revealed that the engineers at Fort
Adams were negotiating with the holders of the U.S. rights to John Kyan’s process of treating timber
against decay with a “corrosive sublimate” material that likely contained mercury salts, which, if used,
would also have an influence on the moisture content readings. Additional testing of material samples,
such as chemical analyses and oven-drying samples to attain true moisture content readings will be
required to confirm whether the timbers were treated and what effect the treatment had and may
continue to have on the performance of the timbers.

Figure 17 and 18: Moisture stains and efflorescence on joists   within a corner casemate 
and arch; Fuzzy(PUH,MAH,ZACAPAN,NEYASEN) wood on a timber joist along the west 
wall. 
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EXAMPLE 3-WOOD ASSESSMENT AND HISTORICAL RESEARCH ON TIMBER TESTING AT FORT ADAMS, NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND IN USA[3 ]
VISUAL INSPECTION, PROBING, AND DECAY QUANTIFICATION
Visual inspection, used in combination with probing the wood with an awl, allows for the rapid identification of 
missing or broken elements as well as voids, incipient decay, and advanced decay present near the surface of 
the wood. For the quantification of internal deterioration, resistance drilling must be used. Resistance drilling, a 
quasi-nondestructive technique, is used to identify and quantify internal voids and decay by determining the relative 
density profile of the wood.  At the fort, a combination of visual inspection, probing, and resistance drilling 
was used to identify and quantify deterioration in the structural timbers. Wood conditions found within the 
fort were divided into three classifications: good, fair, and poor. Good condition describes wood that may 
exhibit moisture staining and/or efflorescence but is not structurally impacted and has no evidence of insect damage 
or deterioration from wood decay fungi. Wood in fair condition may have minor insect damage and may also 
exhibit evidence of past moisture damage, including minor deterioration from wood decay fungi. Wood in poor 
condition may have severe visible insect damage and may also exhibit ongoing deterioration caused by 
wood decay fungi. In general, most of the structural members within the fort were found to be in fair to good 
condition along their lengths; areas of poor condition tend to be limited to the bearing areas. In a few 
instances, the structural members are in extremely poor condition and have failed due to deterioration 
caused by wood decay fungi (Fig. 19). Some of the posts are “brooming” at the base due to a combination 
of high moisture content and deterioration by wood decay fungi (Fig. 20). 

Figure 19: Deteriorated girder and               Figure 20: Brooming at the base of a column.
joists within a casemate.
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EXAMPLE 3-WOOD ASSESSMENT AND HISTORICAL RESEARCH ON TIMBER TESTING AT FORT ADAMS, NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND IN USA[3 ]
VISUAL INSPECTION, PROBING, AND DECAY QUANTIFICATION

Fort Adams stands alone as a unique example of the Third System forts constructed in the U.S. Totten’s 
lengthy assignment to the project, his interest in discovering material properties about local materials, his 
development of an experimental laboratory for new graduates of West Point, and the extended period of 
construction that facilitated the development of such a program allowed for distinctive designs and innovative 
testing. While there is some evidence to indicate that the stone and mortar tests conducted at Fort Adams informed 
the design of other Third System forts, less is known about the implications the timber testing program may have 
had. The research program undertaken by Totten at Fort Adams was a vital element in the development of 
strength of materials testing in the U.S (Johnson 2009: 73). Totten’s role in creating an experimental laboratory 
for West Point graduates at Fort Adams helped to foster a new generation of engineers, who, in the decades 
following the Civil War, vastly expanded the science of strength of materials testing. By the end of the nineteenth 
century, American engineers were well on their way to establishing well-designed timber testing programs and 
modern grading standards.

Figure 20a – Fort McRee with Confederate soldiers, ca. 1861. Note the wooden timbers 
dividing the casemates in the background (Florida Photographic Collection).
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EXAMPLE 4-MOSQUES WITH WOODEN CONSTRUCTION – SOUTH OF EAST AZERBAIJAN PROVINCE, 
FUNCTIONS AND METHODS OF CONSERVING[4]
Wooden mosques of the south region of Azerbaijan have specific characteristics and
being built in different towns: such as Maraghe, Bonab, Ajab- Shir, and Qoravan village[4].
These mosques have wooden structures, delicate and very beautiful decoration. Their
plans are rectangular, toward Qable (east – west longitude). The ceiling and pillars of
Shabestan have been made of wood. The method of covering, wooden structure, and
ornaments are considerable. Belonging to Safavid period, these mosques were the origin of
Esfahan School in 17th Century. The local materials are wood, stone, brick, and adobe.
Pillars and beams were made of poplar, species of willow, and aspen.

Figure 21a,b,c: Chamber(Shabestan) of Mehr- abad mosque; Sample of capitals in Mehr- abad mosque- Bonab
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EXAMPLE 4-MOSQUES WITH WOODEN CONSTRUCTION – SOUTH OF EAST AZERBAIJAN PROVINCE, 
FUNCTIONS AND METHODS OF CONSERVING[4]
Although wood was rare in the region and structure of the buildings were arch and dome,
wooden construction became popular and common for the aesthetic characters and
beginning of new style in Safavid period (17th Century). As is well known, wooden pillars
and columns were used and walls also. All pillars play the role of the structure and the
ornaments are the parts of the construction. Pillars were constructed in 3 parts: base,
wooden body, and capital in different forms. The main beams, pillars, sub beams, all,
were made of wood and joints had special characteristics which add to the resistance
of the building. The present text tries to study particular characteristics of the wooden
structures, their ornaments, and the method of conserving them and aims to present a
new method for conserving these constructions. In this study Bonab Mehrabad mosque
is highlighted(Fig. 21a,b,c).

Figure 21a,b,c: Chamber(Shabestan) of Mehr- abad mosque; Sample of capitals in Mehr- abad mosque- Bonab
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EXAMPLE 4-MOSQUES WITH WOODEN CONSTRUCTION – SOUTH OF EAST AZERBAIJAN PROVINCE, FUNCTIONS AND METHODS OF 
CONSERVING[4]
The wooden structures of Azeri architecture can be observed in the West of Iran like Maragheh, Bonab,
Ajabsher, Gougan.. Expertise and artistic skills in beaming and wooden works, in one hand, and decorations
of the columns, and ceilings on the other hand; are clearly being observed and we can say that they are not
the results of the first experiences. The foundations of wooden mosques are located in the depth of 1.5 m
and by the dimension of 1.70*1.50 cm. By using the stone and river stones, lime concrete, sand and probably the
cement over which a podium of 1.5 meter in height has been built to prevent the cold and the humidity. The walls are
built out of cement and the facades are red brick with simple designs. Some of them also are made of stone with the
height of 90 to 150 cm and the local Sinjan stones. The columns and the level ceiling of the mosques are all
made of wood. The height and stem of trees, poplar (Tabrizi) and aspen trees used to cover the columns,
ceiling, beams and the main beams. The main function of the wooden columns is structural and decorative.
The stalactite works of the column caps along with their paintings on the stalactite works give special
characteristic to the mosques. We could say that the wooden decorations of the column caps are connected with
architecture and are considered as structure. All the columns have three parts: column base, column body and
capitals (Fig. 22a,b).

Figure 21a,b,c: Chamber(Shabestan) of Mehr- abad mosque; Sample of capitals in Mehr- abad mosque- Bonab
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EXAMPLE 4-MOSQUES WITH WOODEN CONSTRUCTION – SOUTH OF EAST AZERBAIJAN 
PROVINCE, FUNCTIONS AND METHODS OF CONSERVING[4]

The column bases are all made of stone and in different mosques have different forms and
thickness(Fig.22b). In few cases, they have been changed to wooden columns in the
restoration. The diameter of the bases is usually a little more than the body. The form and
shape of the column bases are circle, square, and hexagon, but the bases are
generally square on the floor and the upper part is hexagon. Turning square shape to
hexagon is done through engraved decoration. The material of the mentioned column bases
is all black and white sedimentary stones or engraved marbles. The bases have been
located on foundations that their dimension is about 1.5*1.5 m and the estimated
depth is 80-90 cm. Connection of the stone bases to the foundation: flat; mortise and
tenon.

Figure 22a,b: a) Capitals of Mehr- abad Mosque- Bonab; b) The method of arranging pillars on stone
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EXAMPLE 4-MOSQUES WITH WOODEN CONSTRUCTION – SOUTH OF EAST AZERBAIJAN PROVINCE, 
FUNCTIONS AND METHODS OF CONSERVING[4]
Flat connection: The column is directly located on the stone and there is no
connection or mortar between the bases. The load which is transferred from
the column to the base keeps the column body firm on the base. Mortise and
tenon: The end part of the column body is located on the mortise of the stone
base which is different in the mosques. This connection is called mortise
and tenon. In this connection like the flat one, there is no connection and
mortar; however, in rare cases there is a space between the connections
which mostly has been considered for expansion and contraction. The body
mostly is made of aspen, poplar (Tabrizi), willow and spruce pine, that
the diameter of the lower part is usually more than the upper part;
however, in some cases, the difference is little.

Figure 22a,b: a) Capitals of Mehr- abad Mosque- Bonab; b) The method of arranging pillars on stone
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EXAMPLE 4-MOSQUES WITH WOODEN CONSTRUCTION – SOUTH OF EAST AZERBAIJAN PROVINCE, 
FUNCTIONS AND METHODS OF CONSERVING[4]
The last part could be located inside a special pad. Like mortise and tenon, it could be
locked the pad reinforces the connection to the main beam and the larger level in the
wooden main beams is not placed directly on the wooden stone, but on a pad that is wider.
Moreover, the pressure would be dispersed in more area and then it is transferred to
the wooden column. The column caps: The caps are important in dividing and transferring
the pressure to the body, bases, and building. The caps are totally wooden and as it was
mentioned, their connections are mortise and tenon. The caps of the columns which is
connected to the column and the main beam are in different types which according to
their function only one of them could be used. In addition to their structural function,
the caps are used as decoration, we could observe twenty types of column caps with
twenty different decorations in the Mehrabad mosques of Bonab.

Figure 22a,b: a) Capitals of Mehr- abad Mosque- Bonab; b) The method of arranging pillars on stone
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EXAMPLE 4-MOSQUES WITH WOODEN CONSTRUCTION – SOUTH OF EAST AZERBAIJAN PROVINCE, FUNCTIONS AND METHODS OF 
CONSERVING[4]

Making differences on the column caps, in addition to beauty and preventing
the sameness, illustrates the abilities, and different tastes of the designers
and builders in different sections. There were some changes in the column
caps during restoration and repairing process. The column caps are
considered as pads and the forces coming from the ceiling are
transferred to the body. All the column caps are voluminous and there is a
direct relation between their volume and their height. As the height of the
column increases, its volume increases too.

Figure 22a,b: a) Capitals of Mehr- abad Mosque- Bonab; b) The method of arranging pillars on stone
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EXAMPLE 4-MOSQUES WITH WOODEN CONSTRUCTION – SOUTH OF EAST AZERBAIJAN PROVINCE, FUNCTIONS AND METHODS OF 
CONSERVING[4]

In high caps, this combination or increasing the volume of the caps
from down to the top is influential in dividing the load. The diversity in
columns and column caps in addition to showing the ability of the
carpenters, could create diversity and movement in the space. The
placements of the columns are also important. According to the different eras
and their additions, there have been diversities in the caps (such as building
some places for women and different paintings on the caps). In some
mosques the heights of the caps do not exceed one or two meter. In all
these columns the volume of the body decreases from top to the down.

Figure 22a,b: a) Capitals of Mehr- abad Mosque- Bonab; b) The method of arranging pillars on stone
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EXAMPLE 4-MOSQUES WITH WOODEN CONSTRUCTION – SOUTH OF EAST AZERBAIJAN PROVINCE, FUNCTIONS AND METHODS OF 
CONSERVING[4]

The diversity of the caps does not include only the form and the volume. In
some cases diversity could be seen in colors and paintings. Generally the
caps of the columns in the mosques are divided to five groups according to
their stalactite works. The column caps with rectangle section or square with
decorative arches are decorated in the form of a horn of the goat. Such as
Mehrabad and Esmail Beig mosques in Bonab, and Zarid, Sefid and Mulla
Rostam mosques in Maragheh. Column caps with rectangular or square
section with sharp arches such as Mehrabad and Kabood mosques in Bonab.

Figure 22a,b: a) Capitals of Mehr- abad Mosque- Bonab; b) The method of arranging pillars on stone
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EXAMPLE 4-MOSQUES WITH WOODEN CONSTRUCTION – SOUTH OF EAST AZERBAIJAN PROVINCE, FUNCTIONS AND METHODS OF 
CONSERVING[4]

Caps which have changed from rectangle to circle. Combination of several wood layers
on each other and shaping different forms with different cuts and creating networks in the
layers. Simple caps without stalactite works, having only a pad. As mentioned, most of
the columns are lead to the cubic wooden box where the pad) of the column cap is located
on it. The dimension of the wooden pads is 50*50 cm, and the main beams of the
ceiling mostly are hidden in the “long wooden boxes” with the dimensions of 40*60
cm, that the length of the boxes is as long as main beams. The mentioned wooden boxes are
also considered as decorating element. Not only are the minor beams located on the main
beams, but also they are located on the boxes. The boxes are placed on the column caps.

Figure 22a,b: a) Capitals of Mehr- abad Mosque- Bonab; b) The method of arranging pillars on stone
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EXAMPLE 4.1-ABOUT THE MEHR-ABAD MOSQUE IN BONAB[4]

One of the mosques of the region with wooden columns is Mehr-abad 
mosque in Bonab which has been located in the eastern side of Motahhari St. 
Mehrabad is one of the old allies of Bonab and the mosque is called by the 
same name. A stone inscription clearly shows the date of construction and 
the builder of the mosque. Totally, there are four stone inscriptions in the 
northern walls of shabestan and eastern wall. The building date has been 
mentioned in two inscriptions. Considering the date, the mosque has been 
built in Safavid era (17 Century). The mosque has only one minaret that 
mostly it is built in Qajarid era. It is located in the eastern wall and the 
southern part of the entrance. It is decorated with small blue, azure, 
yellow, green tiles and geometrical designs. 

Figure 23a,b:  Ground floor plan Mehr- abad mosque;  Perspective section Mehr- abad mosque - wooden structure
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EXAMPLE 4.1-ABOUT THE MEHR-ABAD MOSQUE IN BONAB[4]
Mehrabad mosque is rectangular and it develops north-south that includes main parts such
as shabestan with columns, terrace or women's part, porch, nave, howzkhane, and ablution
place, etc. To enter the mosque, there are two porches that they are related to each other
through the lane and yard of the mosque. The dimension of Shabestan is 18.80 x 19.60 m.
and it has 36 columns. Twenty of the columns are in the middle space and 16 of the half-
columns are in women part and balconies. The columns of the middle part are located in four
rows with five columns and all of them have caps with stalactite works. All the columns are
wooden and hexagon with the height of 4.75 m. The bases are similar to the columns of
the other mosques; made of stone and polygonal; however, the caps are different. they have
different designs, colors and drawings. Generally, stalactite works include the deep and
semi-deep arches and the volume of those works increases upwards(Fig.23a and
Fig.23b).

Figure 23a,b:  Ground floor plan Mehr- abad mosque;  Perspective section Mehr- abad mosque - wooden structure
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EXAMPLE 4.1-ABOUT THE MEHR-ABAD MOSQUE IN BONAB[4]
As concern the pathology of wooden structures in Mehrabad mosque in
Bonab, we can say that the main element of damage on the body and
decoration of Mehrabad mosque is decay of the materials, overloading
and humidity in the inner spaces. Overloading, decay of the materials and
the foundation because the columns lose their stability, bend, and the stone
bases are moved. To solve the problem, piling the columns, replacing the
stone bases, and enforcing the foundation was carried out(Fig.24a,24b).

Figure 24a: Collapsing the decayed foundation 
and restoration of the foundation;                                          Figure 24b: Restored foundation and stone base
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EXAMPLE 4.1-ABOUT THE MEHR-ABAD MOSQUE IN BONAB[4]
Then the columns and the stone bases are returned to their former position.
The used materials in the foundation are the sand and lime mortar, coarse,
ballast and pebbles. The other problems include the breakages in wooden
parts of the column caps, and the boxes because of the pressure inserted
through metal joints (nails) and lack of resistant against the inserted
pressures. In this stage, by using the piling and raising the main beams, the
caps are separated from their original place; so, some of them are repaired
and some are renewed. The loose parts are restored and the metal joints
are fixed. In the parts that wooden parts were decayed, these parts are
changed and the caps are restored on their original place.

Figure 24a: Collapsing the decayed foundation 
and restoration of the foundation;                                          Figure 24b: Restored foundation and stone base
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EXAMPLE 5-DEVELOPMENT OF AN IN SITU REPAIR STRATEGY FOR THE TIMBER
ROOF OF THE BREEDING BARN AT SHELBURNE FARMS
Shelburne Farms, originally the agricultural estate of William Seward and Lila Vanderbilt Webb, is a
566-hectare National Historic Landmark District located on the eastern edge of Lake Champlain just
south of Burlington, Vermont. The property is owned and operated by a nonprofit organization devoted
to the cultivation of a conservation ethic through education and the stewardship of natural and
agricultural resources. The Webbs developed the estate between 1886 and 1902. Shelburne Farms
quickly became one of the most ambitious model farm operations in the U.S., and Seward Webb one of
the staunchest proponents of the role of science in agriculture. Early in the process of acquiring land for
the estate, the Webbs consulted with celebrated landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr. (1822-
1903) to develop a landscape design for their growing estate. In his c.1887 design, Olmsted proposed a
plan dividing the estate into farmland, forest, and parkland, combining the pastoral and picturesque in
the tradition of the great “ornamental farms” of nineteenth-century Europe.

Figure 25: The Breeding Barn at Shelburne Farms, a National Historic Landmark, is dominated by its
complex-sloped 8094 m2 hipped roof with multiple dormers and an enormous central lantern.
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EXAMPLE 5-DEVELOPMENT OF AN IN SITU REPAIR STRATEGY FOR THE TIMBER
ROOF OF THE BREEDING BARN AT SHELBURNE FARMS

The timber-framed building has a main block that is approximately 32.6 m wide by 127.4 m long, 
with a two-story annex centered on the rear facade. Building elevations are dominated by the 
complex sloped 8094 m2 hipped roof with multiple dormers and an enormous central lantern. The main 
interior feature is the riding ring, approximately 22 m wide and 114 m long, constructed for daily 
exercise of the horses (Figure 26). The roof system over the riding ring consists of a series of 
composite principal trusses of iron and timber, supporting a deck of timber purlins and common 
rafters. Trusses are supported on timber columns around the perimeter of the riding ring and 
bear most of the roof weigh(Fig.26). 

Figure 26: Construction was begun in August of 1890 (left), and by December 1891 the building was nearly
complete. The barn, designed by architect Robert Henderson Robertson, was the center of Seward Webb’s horse
breeding operation, one of the largest in the country (right).
.
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EXAMPLE 5-DEVELOPMENT OF AN IN SITU REPAIR STRATEGY FOR THE TIMBER ROOF OF THE BREEDING BARN AT 
SHELBURNE FARMS
The riding ring is surrounded on four sides by “aisles ‘ that contained “stalls” on the lower level, and
included space for “hay storage” and “grain” processing operations above (Figure 26a). For the riding ring
roof, Robertson selected a truss form commonly used in railroad construction during the latter half of the
19th century that originated with Camille Polonceau (Unwin 1869) (Figure 26b). Designed for the
construction of the Paris-Versailles railroad, the truss form featured an economical use of timber, room
below the raised center chord, lightness, ease of assembly, and could be adjusted by tightening nuts at the
heel connections (Polonceau 1839). By the time Robertson designed the barn, graphical analyses of the
truss form were common in technical books on roof and bridge trusses. The truss form used in the
Breeding Barn had numerous advantages over other forms, including the relatively lightweight construction
for the span, the amount of light reaching the barn floor, and the incredible volume the truss form helped to
add to the room. The barn trusses have southern yellow pine (Pinus spp.) top chords with wrought iron
tension members, struts, and bottom chords. The firm of Post & McCord, one of the largest iron and steel
fabricators in New York City, supplied the iron used in the construction of the Breeding Barn trusses and
roof frame.

Figure 26 a – Robertson’s transverse section of the riding ring, showing the composite truss, trussed 
purlins, and aisle framing. Note the tapered scarf in each top chord member, located over the struts.
Figure 26b- Designed for the Paris-Versailles Railroad in 1837, Polonceau published a monograph on the truss
form under the title “Notice sur nouveau système de charpente en bois et fer," (Revue Générale de l’Architecture
et des Travaux Publics). This plate appeared in the original publication and détails the adjustable connections at
the ridge and rafter ends.
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EXAMPLE 5-DEVELOPMENT OF AN IN SITU REPAIR STRATEGY FOR THE TIMBER
ROOF OF THE BREEDING BARN AT SHELBURNE FARMS

Strengthening of  the wooden columns was done by cutting of the decayd part and substitute by  
with new wooden part(Fig.27a,b). The multi-disciplinary team that should work on a restoration 
project, must have the necessary tools to evaluate the existing condition of a historical building and 
moreover to select the proper interventions using innovative and/or simple techniques that will save the 
authenticity of our architectural heritage, including the authenticity of the “invisible” in many cases load 
bearing system.

. 

Figures 27a,b – Columns were repaired by scarfing in new timber to replace decayed portions, using a nosed 
scarf form found elsewhere in the barn. New column bases were placed on limestone plinths and white oak shims,
elevating them above a concrete floor installed in the mid-20th century (left). In four cases, column splices were
made at the aisle level, requiring renewal of girt joinery and replacement of the girts on either side (right).

.
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An important architectural monument of the Ottoman period in Athens is under restoration
since 2008. The monument, a two-story mansion, is a rare example of the post-Byzantine
architecture in Greece, since it is the only building of this kind still standing in the area of
Athens (Figure 28a,b). It is a rectangular building, of general dimensions nearly 23.0×9.40m.
The masonry walls of the ground floor (55-60cm wide), and the arcades (35-40cm wide), were
made of a threeleaf rubble masonry with clay mortar. The timber reinforcing system is actually a
horizontal grid embedded in masonry. It is composed of double longitudinal timbers (16x7cm each),
placed at the inner and outer face of the rubble walls, connected through the thickness of the wall with
smaller transverse timbers placed over them, every 80-100cm. The connection between longitudinal
and transverse timber elements is ensured by a vertical nail. The transverse timbers do not exist at the
levels of the floor and the roof since in these cases the connection of the longitudinal timbers is
accomplished with the beams of the floor and the tie-beams of the roof.

Figures 28a,b The North and South facade of the building  after restoration works.

EXAMPLE 6: RESTORATION PROJECT OF A POST-BYZANTINE MANSION IN ATHENS WITH TIMBER FLOORS AND ROOF 
THAT REST ON TIMBER FRAME WALLS AND TIMBER REINFORCED RUBBLE MASONRY WALLS.
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As the length of timber elements is smaller than the length of the building, the connection of the
longitudinal timbers along the wall, very important for the continuity of the system, is made by a
plain scarf joint and one or two nails. The structural role of the embedded in masonry horizontal
timber reinforcements is multiple.
The tying of the buildings in several levels as a continuous belt, the tying of the floors and roofs to the
walls, the reinforcement of the connection of the walls at different levels along their height, the
connection of the outer and inner leaf of the masonry walls, the improvement of the tensile and bending
strength of the brittle (by nature) masonry working as reinforcement for in plane and out of plane
induced forces, the confining effect that is provided at the stone piers between the openings [4], are
briefly some of the structural beneficiary for the masonry features of this system, especially for seismic
actions.

. 

Figure 29 Longitudinal section showing the proposal for the restoration of the timber skeleton. (based on drawing
Figures 30 Timber frame walls before and during restoration works.

EXAMPLE 6: RESTORATION PROJECT OF A POST-BYZANTINE MANSION IN ATHENS WITH TIMBER FLOORS AND ROOF 
THAT REST ON TIMBER FRAME WALLS AND TIMBER REINFORCED RUBBLE MASONRY WALLS.
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METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL MODEL
A detailed finite element model was developed for the numerical investigation of the seismic response of
the monument, using linear analysis. The numerical analysis was performed using the ABAQUS software
and shell finite elements. The geometry of the numerical model (Figure 31), included all the architectural details of
the 2nd and main phase of monument, as it would be restored. In this Figure31c, the rubble masonry walls are
shown with green color, the timber frame walls and timber columns are shown with blue color. The seismic
vulnerability derived from the absence of connections between walls built at different periods or walls built with
different structural systems (masonry and timber frame walls) was taken into account in the model using spring
elements (Figure 31a, red color). The soil under the footings was taken into account in the model with the depth of
5m in order to describe the soilstructure interaction effects. The soil was modeled as elastic material with Young’s
modulus E=12.25MPa and Poisson’s ratio v=0.25 according to the results of the geotechnical investigation and it
was considered massless in order to prevent stationary waves.

Figure 31a, Minimum principle stresses – General view (combination g + q ± E). Figure 31b. Maximum principle 
stresses – General view (combination g + q ± E). Figure 31c. Relative displacements of the structure along X 
direction for triaxial earthquake

EXAMPLE 6: RESTORATION PROJECT OF A POST-BYZANTINE MANSION IN ATHENS WITH TIMBER FLOORS AND ROOF 
THAT REST ON TIMBER FRAME WALLS AND TIMBER REINFORCED RUBBLE MASONRY WALLS.
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METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL MODEL
Linear elastic analysis was applied for the investigation of the seismic response of the structure and for the assessment of
the effectiveness of the strengthening measures. This approach is qualitative since linear elastic analysis is not realistic when the
developed stresses exceed the tensile strength of the masonry. Elastic analysis cannot predict directly the real forces that will
be developed to the horizontal timber reinforcement and the stone part of the masonry, since initiation of cracking leads to
the redistribution of the stresses. Nevertheless, the positive effect of timber ties on the seismic behavior of masonry structures was
taken into account for the proposed interventions, and consequently for the evaluation of the results of the numerical analysis too,
estimating the forces of the embedded timber reinforcements assuming that the tensile strength of the masonry is zero. According to
the Greek Seismic Code, Athens belongs to the seismic zone I, in which the effective peak acceleration is 0.16g for seismic events
with a return period of 475 years and 0.21g for a return period of around 1000 years (corresponds to an importance factor of 1.3). The
response spectrum method was used for the seismic excitation of the structure for damping ζ=5% and soil category B (TΒ=0.18sec
and TC=0.60sec). The natural modes of the structure were calculated and the corresponding eigenperiods were compared to the
results from ambient vibration measurements of the real structure. In Figures 31a and 31b the minimum and the maximum principle
stresses that were developed on the masonry walls are presented respectively, while in Figure 31c the relative displacements of the
structure along X direction are depicted for triaxial earthquake.

Figure 31a, Minimum principle stresses – General view (combination g + q ± E). Figure 31b. Maximum principle 
stresses – General view (combination g + q ± E). Figure 31c. Relative displacements of the structure along X 
direction for triaxial earthquake

EXAMPLE 6: RESTORATION PROJECT OF A POST-BYZANTINE MANSION IN ATHENS WITH TIMBER FLOORS AND ROOF 
THAT REST ON TIMBER FRAME WALLS AND TIMBER REINFORCED RUBBLE MASONRY WALLS.
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DIAGNOSTIC METHODS
The diagnostic survey was made by a multi-disciplinary team (architects, engineers, conservators, technicians), in 
order to be determined the condition of all the timber elements, load and non load bearing ones . Various methods 
were used: ultra-sound, resistograph, along with the visual examination by the engineers and mainly the craftsmen 
and the conservators that had the opportunity to work on the material. All the above diagnostic procedure 
provided the necessary documentation for saving timber elements that otherwise could have been replaced 
with new ones. The examination of timber samples taken from different structural elements, proved that the wood 
species of the existing timbers was pine. The knowledge of wood moisture content was important because it is a 
limiting factor for the  development of fungi and wood boring insects. Besides that, the new members and parts of 
members that were going to be used should be of the same species of wood and have almost the same moisture 
content with the existing ones in order to have similar structural and hygroscopic behavior. This was extremely 
important for new timbers that substituted decayed parts (wooden prosthesis) especially in areas, as the 
timber colonnade at the main façade, where the moisture content of the environment and consequently of 
the timbers has many and often fluctuations.

Figure 31d,e Geometry of the numerical model of the whole building as it would be restored 
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STRUCTURAL INTERVENTIONS- TIMBER COLLONADE OF THE MAIN FAÇADE
The posts of the main façade of square section (15x15cm) were severely decayed especially at their
lower part (Figures 32a,b,c). In order to save as much as possible of the original material, the
method of wooden prosthesis was used. The decayed parts, were removed and they were
replaced with new timber pieces of the same wood species (pine) and of the same moisture
content with the old ones. The geometry of the ends of the connected timbers was decided not
to be the same for every post since their decayed parts were different. As a consequence, the
final connection for each post was decided after the decayed part was removed and the
anaglyph of the sound part was revealed. For the most difficult cases the connection between
the old and the new timbers was accomplished with carbon fiber bars (8mm in diameter) fixed
50cm at each piece with a bi-components epoxy resin.

Figure 32a,b,c Decayed timbers at the timber façades and the roof.
EXAMPLE 6: RESTORATION PROJECT OF A POST-BYZANTINE MANSION IN ATHENS WITH TIMBER FLOORS AND ROOF 
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STRUCTURAL INTERVENTIONS- TIMBER COLLONADE OF THE MAIN FAÇADE
The small diameter of the carbon fiber bars gave the opportunity to have the needed strength
and the minimum distances from the edges of timbers with small section, (15x15cm) (Figures
32a,b,c,d). As mentioned before, simple techniques were used in combination with more sophisticated
ones depending on the importance of the architectural and structural role of each member, its
pathology, its position, and the economy. For example, the connection of the post in Figure 32c was
made just with a timber tenon and epoxy resin, while the connection of the posts that belong to
timber frame walls (Figure 32d), was accomplished by the suitable formation of the ends of the
two pieces, the use of stainless bolts and some times, not always, the use of epoxy resin at their
contact area.

Figure 32a,b,c,d Different ways of substituting the decayed parts of posts of the main façade and of a post
belonging to a timber frame 
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Fig.33a,b,c    Cross and longitudinal section of the church building   and  view   of the elevation of the church

EXAMPLE 7: RESTORATION PROJECT OF A CHURCH “Sv. USPENIE BOGORODICNO” IN KUSTENDIL WITH TIMBER 
FLOORS AND ROOF THAT REST ON TIMBER FRAME COLLONADE AND STONE RUBBLE MASONRY WALLS.
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Figure:  35a,b Project for supporting  all timber structures of the church with 
metal posts from the Perry scaffolding bottom of main timber beam in naos
Was done 
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TIMBER ROOF OF THE CHURCH:   
The potentials of a three dimensional computer modelling and simulation of a building structure and how the
science of engineering in particular, and advanced computer modelling including finite element methods(FEM), can
be used to increase the understanding of a structure was revealed . This includes a comprehensive study of the
structure in mind, which is done not only to be able to reveal the geometry, but even more to lead n to understand the
structure and its behaviour. This knowledge is necessary to be able to judge the truth of the results. When the static
behaviour of the structure is found we will illustrate this in a way that is simple to understand even for the less experienced
viewer. A historical wooden framework is very likely to be highly complex and machine of time. That is why it is very
important to be able to study the results of a calculation when dealing with the framework as an entirely. This includes
plots of deformations and reaction forces on the complete structure, as well as special examination of smaller
sections of the structure. With the computer model needed for the above analysis it is easy to go further and simulate
damage to the structure or exposure to special load cases. This can be done either to include realistic or probable damage
in the dimensioning when restoring the building, or to verify observed damage. This will not be demonstrated explicitly in
this work, but the possibility will be obvious. As an additional purpose we will also discuss different methods of analyzing
building structures, especially old historical wooden structures. Originating in the different tools, computer calculations and
hand calculations respectively, used in Bulgaria we will try to investigate how the norms and regulations are used. We are
interested in whether the rules must be completely obeyed or whether they may in some cases take advantage of the
calculation method in question. Within the structural analysis of the historic timber structure, a model is built(Figure :36,b).

Figure:  36a,b: Numerical Model:  Church ”Usp. Bogorodichno” – (a) View on the roof structures, 
(b) View on the first and second level of the Timber Structures of the church
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TIMBER ROOF OF THE CHURCH:   

Figure: 37  Different types of 
nodes modelled as hinge joints 
within the structural analysis



.
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6.  Conclusions
The proposal for a design-construction solution for the rehabilitation of
wooden columns in the naos of the church Sv. Uspenie Bogorodicno”,
taking into account the high pressures in them, the disturbance of the
wood structure at the lower end and the unfavorable humidity and
temperature conditions for many years of work will be done in several
option acoording the above mentioned examples. The reasons for this
are that they have exhausted their load-bearing capacity first and their
rehabilitation must be fulfilled with the tendency this case not to repeat
itself in the next few centuries. The ways are varied and they are
coordinated with the competent authorities of the Institute of Cultural
Monuments in Sofia. It is possible to completely replace the wooden
columns with steel(concrete) or replace them with new wooden pillars.
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6.  Conclusions
Methods of renovation for the columns in the church:
Three fundamental methods of renovation are distinguished in practise, as well as in the field 
of an investigation:
1. the reinforcement of damaged parts; 2. the strengthening of weakened constructional 
wholes; 3. the replacement of damaged components;
More restoration procedures of reinforcing timber truss constructions are being verified in a 
research. When working with all these techniques for the renewal of historical timber  frames,
it is needful to meet the general requirements that are mentioned in the previous examples.  

Figure: 38 The replacement of damaged timber 
in a member with sound one, or other material 
with keeping its original dimensions: 
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6.  Conclusions
A possible option is to strengthen the wooden columns with a steel or
stainless steel casing. In the overseas practice this type of rehabilitation is
usually performed with special mixtures of fine chips and epoxy adhesives.
For our cases, however, the most commonly applied solutions are the
dentures of columns with wooden dentures which reach 1-2 m
height(Fig.38). However, before replacing the edges of columns with
healthy wooden parts of the same type of wood, it is necessary to
identify the causes of their rot. The explanation is that it is necessary to
isolate these agents in the future leading to the decay of the wooden
structure of the columns.

Figure: 38 The replacement of damaged 
timber in a member with sound one, or 
other material with keeping its original 
dimensions: 
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6.  Conclusions-

The replacement of damaged timber in a member with sound one, or other material with 
keeping its original dimensions:
A. Using prostheses - a broken part is replaced, or completed with a new one (prosthesis). 
This is accomplished either by classic, or beta method. Carpenter´s techniques are required 
to be preferred in historically valuable buildings. It is the most used way of repairing. In terms 
of the conservation, it is tolerable until connective parts are related, and newly inserted wood 
is of the same species and treatment.

Figure: 38 The replacement of damaged timber 
in a member with sound one, or other material 
with keeping its original dimensions: 
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Thank you for your attention

"This paper is dedicated to  all Engineers devoted his life to the problems 
concerning reconstructions of the historical timber constructions in the 

world”.


